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Description Description 2024 Forest River RV Vibe 26RK, Forest River Vibe travel trailer 26RK
highlights: Rear Kitchen Two Recliners Private Bedroom Panoramic Windows
Sure-Step Entry Steps Universal Outside Kitchen Escape to the great outdoors in
this Vibe travel trailer. Once you arrive at your campsite, set up the 20' electric
awning with LED lights, then grab the fishing poles from the large pass-through
storage. You may want to make a quick lunch on the universal outside kitchen
before heading out. If the weather isn't cooperating, you can cook on the three
burner cooktop, in the oven or the air fryer and there is even a residential
refrigerator to hold all your ingredients. The spacious full bath includes a 36" x 30"
walk-in shower to clean up every day, and there is a linen closet to store clean
towels and necessities. Each Vibe travel trailer by Forest River includes Hyper Lyte
construction and a durable laminated "Aluma Frame" for years of use. The heated
and enclosed underbelly allows you to extend your camping season, and the LED-
lit exterior speakers will keep the party going as you grill outdoors and visit with
family. Inside, you'll find LED lights to keep everything bright and open, a
Bluetooth stereo, roller shades for your privacy, and many more amenities per
region. These models also include cable and satellite prep and a digital TV
antenna with a booster so you can stay connected to the outside world if you
choose. Make the easy choice and choose a Vibe travel trailer today! Bish's RV -
Davenport, IA has a huge selection of Travel Trailers, Fifth Wheels, Toy Haulers,
and Motorhomes. All these RVs are priced to sell. Be sure to ask about our
"Purchase with Confidence Guarantee" to ensure you are getting the best RV
buying experience in Quad Cities and surrounding areas in East Iowa like Eldridge,
Moline, Davenport, Rock Island, & Bettendorf. Affordable prices on all new and
used RVs only at Bish's RV of Davenport, Iowa. Sleeps 5 Slideouts 1
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2024 Forest River Rv Vibe 26RK $37,859
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 76804
VIN Number: 4X4TVBB21R4124397
Condition: New

Item address 2000 E LeClaire Road, 52748, Eldridge, Iowa, United States
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